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Namie Amuro (å®‰å®¤å¥ˆç¾Žæ•µ, Amuro Namie, born September 20, 1977) is a Japanese recording
artist, producer, songwriter, dancer, model, actress and entrepreneur. A leading figure of the Japanese
entertainment industry since the early 90s, Amuro is known for breaking the youthful idol stereotype of J-Pop,
her experimentation across music styles, and for her visual imagery in music videos and ...
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Cliff Richard, ia a British singer and actor, who made his professional debut in 1958, his discpgraphy consists
of 45 studio albums (43 English, 2 German), seven soundtrack albums, 11 live albums, three stage show cast
albums, 15 mainstream compilation albums, seven box sets, eight gospel compilation albums, 46 EPs and
146 singles (in the UK, including singles only available via digital download).
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